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Islamic rulings of body-piercing for women 

Üéu†Ö]<à·†Ö]<�]<ÜŠe< <

In recent years, body piercing has become one of the most attractive 

alteration to one's body.  

Allah Mو���� NO���P has gifted mankind with this body and these bodies are a 

trust from Allah. Every Muslim is required to remain aware of this fact and 

must refrain from any alterations to the body that is prohibited by the Islamic 

Shariah. 

I would like to present my research into the topic of body-piercing for the 

upcoming annual Imam's conference of AMJA. I would like to present Islamic 

rulings on the issue of body-piercing and various questions related to the 

subject. 

I would like to discuss the following issues of body-piercing in my research 

paper: 

1- Body piercing for Muslim men and women in general 

2- Body piercing for children 

3- Nose piercing 

4- Ear piercing 

5- Belly-button piercing 

6- Male private part piercing 

7- Female private part piercing 

8- Tongue piercing 

9- Lips piercing 

10- What kinds of ornaments a woman is allowed to wear? 
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I hope and pray to Allah that my research proposal for the upcoming annual 

Imams conference will be approved and I will be able to present my reaserch on 

this subject Insha’Allah. 

May Allah guide me to the truth and help me therewith. 

 

(Mufti) Ikram ul Haq 

President of Fatwa Center of America 

Resident Imam, Masjid Al-Islam 

N. Smithfield RI 02896 
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Allah Subhanahu Wa Ta’ala created mankind in the best form and best 

shape. It is stated in verse 4 of Surah At-Teen: 

����P�O�N�M�L�K �	
�� :��� 

Verily, we have created man in the best of stature 

Allamah Ibn-ul Arabi (R.A) said: Human is the best creation of Allah and 

there is no other creature that is created better than human. Allah created him 

and made him alive, knowing, able, able to make intention and planning, able to 

speak, able to listen, able to see and wise. 

 

Human body is a gift from Allah Mو���� NO���P as it is given to us. We have 

been instructed to make use of this body in accordance with the instructions of 

its true Owner (Allah Subhanahu Wa Ta’ala). 

Allah Mو���� NO���P has given us instructions and rights with regard to the use 

of this body. These instructions may be found within the teachings of Qur’an 

and the Ahadith of the Holy Prophet Sallallahu Alaihe Wa Sallam. 

There are many things that Allah has made Halal (lawful) regarding the use 

of our body and there are also many things that Allah has made Haraam 

(forbidden) regarding the use of our body. 

We are obligated to fulfill the rights of our body. Among the rights of our 

body is to protect it from unnecessary alterations. If there is a need for a medical 

surgery or an alteration to an organ of human body due to a medical need then it 

is permitted but altering the human body unnecessarily is considered “ ijk ���l�

mا” (Altering the design of Allah). 
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In Verse 119 of Surah An-Nisaa, Allah Mو���� NO���P stated:  

��©�¨��§�¦�¥�¤�£��¢�¡

ª� 	����� :����.  

And I will surely mislead them and I will surely arouse in them false desires 

and I will surely command them so they will slit the ears of cattle and I will 

surely command them and they will change the nature created by Allah 

 Punching holes into one’s body is known as piercing in modern language 

and fashion terminology. There are different ways of how this piercing is done 

on different parts of the human body. 

Below is a brief introduction of piercing and how it is performed on 

different parts of human body: 

 

Ear piercing: 

Ear piercing is sometimes performed using an ear piercing gun. This gun 

creates an opening in the skin and cartilage for ear jewelry. Piercing guns do not 

require the insertion of needles by hands. 

The other method of ear piercing is to use a hollow needle which is inserted 

into the earlobe and then it is followed by the jewelry. It takes about 4-6 weeks 

for the healing to take place. 

All forms of piercing is either done by a professional piercer or an 

individual.  

Ear piercing is the oldest form of piercing known in the world.  
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Fiqhi ruling of ear-piercing: 

Most scholars agree to the permissibility of ear piercing. 

 

Other forms of piercing: 

In modern days, piercing of other parts of human body has also been 

introduced. Many men and women (mostly non-Muslims) have different parts 

of their body pierced for fashion and beauty. 

A sound natured person would always look at these forms of piercing and 

abhor it because it does not make a man or woman look more beautiful. Rather 

it makes them look ugly. Unfortunately the fashion of ill natured people have 

made this appear beautiful to them as well. Allah Subhanahu Wa Ta’ala stated 

in the Holy Qur’an: 

���]�\�[����Z�Y�X�W�V�U�T� 	���� :����  

And Satan made their actions appear to them as beautiful and attractive. Thus he 

prevented them from the (right) path, hence they are not receiving guidance. 

The other body parts that are also pierced include: 

Nose, belly button, tongue, lips, clitoris, penis, vaginal lips etc... 

All of these body parts are pierced by using a sharp needle. piercing gun is not used to 

pierce any other part of the body other than ears. When the term body-piercing is used, it 

refers to the piercing of above mentioned body parts. 

Among the Fuqaha, there is a difference of opinion regarding the piercing of nose. 

A specific ruling regarding the nose-piercing for women is not found in the books of 

Fuqaha. Therefore many scholars in general oppose nose-piercing for women due to the 

absence of evidence from the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet Sallallahu Alaihe Wa 
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Sallam. However, in Hanafi Fiqh we do find some guidance regarding the ruling 

of nose piercing. 

Shaykh Allamah Al-Haskafi writes in “ر�pqrرا�sا�”: 

 ����� ����  !" #$%& '(& )� *�+��,�- �.$�/0� 
�/1 :23" 4 ?6+7 8 9:; <=> �?� 

Imam Ibn-e Abideen Al-Shami (R.A) writes in his commentary over this 

statement of Imam Haskafi: 

@�=1 :2A?�B ,����� : D�E< F0 =?� GA$� HI/J��  !7 #$K  " L0 ,AMN� @& OAP  "
,3=MN/� �Q RS ����� DI+�TAU��� FV 2��0W1� #�X� D0�V 8 YN�� :  !" #$%& '(& )

Z-W$� Y��[ 8 O<� ,\���� F0 ���� : G�$-] ^=_��S ,
���  !` #$K <=> )�
�=� �@�=1a :23" 4 b�/1 : #$%M �cIS =cS OR�� dJ& 8 =? eM @& ����� FE:�E �f  �M  ]

G 2 GA$� �IJS�g� h+ W1�2<=i jV D� 
ak 3��,PO3�l���LI�� 8 �_S ,Dm�&)� An[ ^��M ,b� 

According to Imam Haskafi’s statement, there is no harm in piercing the 

ears of baby girls but regarding the piercing of nose, he said: I have not seen it. 

The statement of Imam Haskafi implies that he has either not seen the Fiqhi 

ruling of nose-piercing or he has not seen any woman having nose-piercing 

performed. 

However, Imam Ibn-e Abideen Al-Shami writes in explaining this comment 

of Imam Haskafi that: if this (nose-piercing) is something that women do for 

beautification and ornament purpose as it happen in some places then it will 
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treated as ear-piercing. Shafi scholars have explicitly stated the permissibility of 

nose-piercing. 

According to the statement of Imam Ibn-e Abideen (R.A), nose-piercing 

would be permissible just as ear-piercing is permissible if it is performed for the 

purpose of beauty and ornament in some place. 

Hafidh Ibn-e Hajar Al-Asqalani writes in Fathul-Bari regarding ear-piercing: 

o�� p"AP  !" #$K <=i jV @& qW�-� @IS� @& FE:�� Fr <=> �f 2st� GA$� �cIS �J
�&  !7 D�$K 8 GA$� Lu� 
J�E 4 @+7 An+ 

 v] wFvX x� �x� w�y/ x- � xcw� xV xq v:w� xU x� x z!z w7 x{v!� x z| Zy� xm }D x�Iv� x� }D x/ x�w/ x�v& v'w" yA� v~ x�x� wgzE w x" z<=z x> xey+
 v2 v3� xXw+v] v� wA xU wF v0 zN xT w� zE  v9 x� yW� v~ zA x�x� w�zI xS v� w y�� v�� v x� x�w� x1 w�x� v$ zK yFz z� x!` x = zXxU w x" z<=z x> x� yF vcwI x/ xV

 x+AM! �P v@IvS xD yo zm x) x� v�z!z" � v� zm wF v0 x'�x+ x" }� w3 x< �9z" zq w= x1 z2 z= w,x+ x� v� xWv� w& v) v~ zA x�x� w� zE x) � x0 F& xq� x1 x� �
 �I x$ w� Zx% w+z w7 v~ z< x=x w� x�� xi x� z�w/ z1 Zx% w+z w7 v~ w� zc z� wJx& xh yT x3 x� ��v� y_� v z!z" x# w$xK z3= zc w�z w� x2 vA xM v�

 vp x" wAxwP v z!z" z# w$xK z9 zAw xQ v��xI wm v w� v~ � v� x: x� w� xq� x1 ��v� y_/v� zD x? xA xX w� x� vDx�E �:/v� xWx w�x" wF xV w xQ x� z3� xow�v� w- v) z9 zA
 � v� x x�y�� z@ xi xA wTx" xeIvS }'�y� xV F& vF xV x�� xi z�w/ z1 v� w y�� vD xc vi wF v0 �� w x� v@IvS x�x� xK w v] y)v] v@wI x/ xV v~ 

 z? x� v@v+ z!z" z# w$ xK x� � xcw� v0 xLv&� y�� xA xM xNxS vDy� ��� xF v0 ��v� y_� v~ �D xJw� x- v. x- w�x w7 vdwJx& vq w=x1 xj xV z� w3 vWx� w�xE x=
D�- z@y+v] w� vvr w= x1 v~ �x�v&� x, w�x v7 xWx�x� w� z0 x) x
 vm v3� yg� 
 

Shaykh Muhammad bin Salih Al-Othaymeen writes in his Fatwa: 

����� 	
��� ��� :?	����� �� �� ����� �� �����  !� "#$ %&' �( 

 ^�i(S− @n�m   ��JU �−  @�=$& :   F0 N?  7 , @& '(& )  !7 #$K  " �I,_�
 lAT" Fr  �M D&�,_� ���+  " ��K W1� , ���P �,�� �] �� ��=�E ��� W��$P

K !]� , .I�& #ENJU #ENJ�� N?� , F�!` ~ �c���/E *�JE� 2�A& 3�� A�_� q�m ~ #$ � 
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 6+7 #$K �0"� :  IS AM!" ) ��+¡S D$/¢/� @E=gU� D/% z0 @IS @�X�� , *�0RM �/J� �?7 @
 *R�£� D�E< �cIS 6+7 DI/| WJE W/& ~ p"AP �+�M !¡S , ��! YAE ) �+st �J�� , YA+ eIS

 @I/V DI/[ HI/J�� 6+7 #$%& '(& RS � 
Translation 

And about the piercing of nose: So I do not remember any discussion about 

it in the speech of scholars of knowledge. As we see it, there is mutilation and 

alteration to the natural design in doing so. Perhaps others do not see it that 

way. Therefore if a woman lives in a city where placing jewelry in her nose is 

considered a form of ornament and beauty then there is no harm in piercing the 

nose for the purpose of hanging jewelry to it. 

Shaykh Abdul Muhsin Al-Abbad writes in his commentary of Sunan Abi 

Dawood: 

%0  =XE� ,@& '(& RS N� � ¤�o���& ����� pO�V \Ai !] N?  �M� , !7 #$K �
 �0:� N? 8 �AU @�X�� ,D�EA1  �0<" Z�m O=i=0� 

Imam Ghazali (R.A) has forbidden even the piercing of ears for girls. 

According to Imam Ghazali (R.A), this is considered causing a wound to the 

human body unnecessarily. According to him, no evidence proves the 

permissibility of such action from the Shariah. 

However, Imam Ghazali’s view in light of the evidence presented above is 

incorrect because the evidence provided above clearly suggests the 

permissibility of ear-piercing for the purpose of using lawful jewelry for 

women. This permissibility is exclusively for women. Men are not allowed to 

pierce their ears unless there is a medical need to do so. 
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�:�� q�1 :  " )] p3�¥ @I�] �WU 4 �Ai @¤+7 9Am H/[ HI/J�� ps�_�  !" #I$%U�
%E @I/V � j� ¦ @�=1 �3< 9" §EW,& ¨©V� ��! ���/�E 4� ,��� Dci F0 ªI« @IS ��

¬�] �3< Z&(M �� ��M ¦ �/-�� 
a@� p)=�  eu� q�I_� ^��M ,ps�V� Z&=I/1 DI«�mb 

Imam Ahmed Ibn-e Hanbal has explicitly allowed piercing of ears for baby 

girls for the purpose of ornament and beauty. However he has disallowed it for 

boys. 

 ¤Z�_� Hm 8 @�?AM� ,D�E ¤:� �i7 D¤I� ¤_/� 2<=i jV W�" 9�0� ¤h+� 
a@� p)=�  eu� q�I_� ^��M ,ps�V� Z&=I/1 DI«�mb 

 '���  �M W$S ,:�i GA$� HI/J�� ps�_�  !" #I$%U  " jV ��c$�� 3=c® 8 @+=/J�E
ec�V � ¯3 '��V F& FJS ,3�X+] st F0 �/-� @I/V � j� ¤Z��� F0<”  j� Z���  "

 qR& @J0� ����� ZU" ¤�K ,�°WJ& )� ec/�1 ¤�_E 4 ,
�JM3 WIJ� 9=E ¤j� �/-� @I/V �
 �c±A1 Z$/U p"AP �/JoS ,D1W_��& F?A0(S“ 

a,DI�E=X� DIc$�� DV=-=P �V YO�[ �:�b 
 F0 le�P�& @��+ 8 �P @I�] p3�¥ ) �0 jV ��Q  " )] 
�,�/� D&=/�0 ����/� D�E:�

�NE� �a²P� An�� 8 �_S ,Dm�&)� An[ ^��M ,Z0�g� FEW&�V F&� 3��,PO3b� 
   \���� F0 q��±7  !` #$%& '(& )� ,DEscn� 8 NM  =���  !` #$%& '(& )�

 � q=-3  �0< 8 ��!  =/J�E =+�M ��7³ Y�X� 8 NM 3�X+] st F0� 
ak DEW�r Y������l���b� 
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Can a husband demand from his wife to have body-piercing performed? 

It is not the right of the husband to demand from his wife that she has body-

piercing performed on any place other than ear and nose. As stated earlier, ear 

and nose piercing is allowed for woman if she chooses to do so but all other 

forms of body-piercing is not allowed. The command of Allah supersedes the 

command of any other. Therefore the husband has no right to demand from his 

wife that she has her body pierced to please him. The wife should and must 

refuse such demand even if it comes from her husband. 

 

Tattoo 

Tattooing is clearly prohibited through authentic Ahadith of the Holy 

Prophet Sallallahu Alaihe Wa Sallam. The practice is known as “Washm” in 

Arabic language. What is important to understand is how Washm is performed. 

 

How Washm ()*+ا is performed! 

A needle is pierced through the desired part of the body for tattooing and 

then the space created by the needle is then filled by some some color or 

substance. Although in tattooing the needle used is much thinner but since it 

causes unnecessary pain to the human body; the Holy Prophet Sallallahu Alaihe 

Wa Sallam has disallowed it. In using the needle for the purpose of piercing, 

there is an even more pain to the human body. Therefore by way of analogy if 

tattooing is prohibited in Islam, body-piercing is even more deserving to be 

prohibited. 

Below are some Ahadith regarding the the prohibition of tattoo practice: 
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 xV , x�I v? xA w&v] wF xV , }3= z_w� x0 wF xV , z �xI w� z- �x+ x x� wTx" ,vy� zWw� xV �x+ x x� wTx" , }�vU� x$ z0 zFw& zW y�x ź  �v� xK yW xm wF
 xV , xD x� x$ w/ xV }O= zJ w� x0 vFw& vF�  xq� x1 :µ v\� xo�/ x�x�zP x� v\� x_ ��x�x�zP x� , v\ xe v« w=x� w�zP x� v\ xe v« x=� zy� xF xJ x�

vy� xHw/ xT v\ x �s x�zP , vF w� z,w/v� ¶ vy� zq= z- x3 z@x� xJ x� wF x0 zF xJ w�x" x) v� � x0³vy� v̂ �x�vM v~ x= z? x� , �a �I,�

 ,Y3�¢��D�=�=P ^�& ¦ '��/� ^��Mb 
)&��*� +#��� ,�: 

 AT` AJg& s_$� �?AJ« �_U  " @�0� ��JU � H/T sI��& ²I�/�� p"A�/� �Q )
 G�0 �" pA&] <At �«=��S h���U  "� ����-" ��U  "� ��W& 6M� �cci� �gU  "� �E=±

 �|���� ·¢IS �,X��& @Ju=0 ZgQ �K ��! st �" W,�U� ¸/��U Z�m  ��-7
�cci� F0 AJg� 6�+ h����� �cSA±"� 

a 8=�P Z±�+A�� Z�/X� Y:i F&� DIc$�� 
+=$����@+W& 8  ��+� @/J�E eIS �V L&��� ^��� ,2b� 

eM 2st� @ci� 8 �-=� 9A,IS Z0O¹ �0"� �a¸��J�� 8 ^�& ,Y�WJ� DI«�mb� 

@�=1 :Y" ,D�«=��  �·¢IS 2=,+ �" �,M @I/V �3NE �K W�� 8 pA&� <A�U Z�� 
apA���  �I& 8 ^�& ,Y�WJ� jV ¬Ig/� Z+�&A� #���� DE��M jV Y�WJ� DI«�mb� 

Body piercing for children! 

Body-piercing for boys is prohibited in all cases and all ages. The scholars 

have allowed the ears of girls to be pierced for the purpose of using ear-rings 

and other forms of permissible jewelry. 

It is stated in Fatawa Hindiya: 

 

 v � x0 x< v~ x�v� x! x =z/ xJ w� xE =z+� xM w�z y�x v7 v\�x�x� w� wF v0 vq� x� w±x w7 v  x!` v# w$x%v& x'w( x& x) x� vy� vq= z- x3 − 
 x�y/ x- x� v@v�` x� v@wI x/ xV zy� yj x�− Yx w� zX w� v~  xN xM }3� xXw+] v ws xt wF v0� ak DEW�r Y������DI?AX� ^��M ,b� 
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What forms of ornament is allowed for a woman? 

Allah Mو���� NO���P has granted greater permission to women for ornament 

and beautification. There are many things of ornaments that are allowed for 

women but remain forbidden for men. Wearing of silk fabric is permissible for 

women and forbidden for men. 

Wearing of gold and silver jewelry is allowed for women and prohibited for 

men. Men are only allowed to wear a silver ring. They are not allowed to wear 

any other form of jewelry. 

There is no doubt that jewelry made out of gold and silver is permissible for 

women. This includes ear-rings, bracelets, rings etc... 

There are also other forms of jewelry that is quite common among today’s 

women. The permissibility of jewelry made out of any metal other than gold 

and silver is questionable by some scholars. 

Muslim women should avoid using jewelry that is a hallmark of ill-

charactered women of the society. 

If there is a particular form of jewelry that is predominantly used by women 

of ill-character then a Muslim woman should refrain from it. A Muslim woman 

is a reflection of modesty and therefore she should not imitate the ill-

charactered women. 

 If an error was made in rendering of above research then it is my 

responsibility and I request the scholars to correct me. If no error was made then 

it is all by the grace of Allah و�� NO���PM��  

May Allah accept this work and make it beneficial. Aameen 

 

(Mufti) Ikram ul Haq 

President, 

Fatwa Center of America 
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